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[Posted: July 27, 2016—9:30 AM EDT]  Global equity markets are mixed this morning.  The 

EuroStoxx 50 is trading up 1.1% from the last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 closed up 

0.4% from the prior close.  Chinese markets were actually lower, with the Shanghai composite 

down 1.9% and the Shenzhen index trading lower by 4.5%.  U.S. equity futures are signaling a 

higher opening from the previous close.  With 179 companies having reported, the S&P 500 Q2 

earnings stand at $29.12, higher than the $28.38 forecast for the quarter.  The forecast reflects a 

5.4% decline from Q2 2015 earnings.  Thus far this quarter, 70.4% of the companies reported 

earnings above forecast, while 16.2% reported earnings below forecast.  

 

The FOMC meeting concludes today.  Expectations are very low for this meeting although we 

would not be surprised to see the statement take on a more hawkish tone.  Markets are not 

expecting the FOMC to move higher this year; in fact, the fed funds futures don’t signal a greater 

than 50% probability until February of next year.  It should be noted that this projection has been 

creeping in recently.  Just a few days ago, we didn’t get the first greater than 50% month until 

June.  Still, the markets are consistently not expecting a rate hike this year.  We would not be 

surprised to see the Fed try to inject some degree of uncertainty into this calculation but we 

doubt they will have much success.   

 

PM Abe unveiled a massive fiscal stimulus plan, which came in at ¥28 trillion ($265.3 bn).  

Early estimates were around ¥20 trillion, so this is a big deal, representing about 6% of GDP.  Of 

the ¥28 trillion, it appears that ¥13 trillion is new spending and the rest is loan guarantees.   The 

details of the package will be released sometime next week but it does appear that this spending 

will be spread out over several years, which will dampen the impact of the fiscal package.  We 

do note that the JPY weakened overnight and the Nikkei rose on the news.  The headline data is 

quite bullish but the overall impact will probably be less than meets the eye.  Still, it is a positive 

step for policy in Japan as monetary policy is clearly near the end of its usefulness.  On this 

topic, the WSJ is reporting that Japan is considering issuing 50-year bonds.  It is possible that a 

50-year bond can be a tool in “stealth” helicopter money.  The Abe government is probably 

reluctant to openly implement Monetary Funded Fiscal Spending (MFFS) because of its bearish 

effects on the JPY—it doesn’t want to trigger a currency war.  In MFFS, the fiscal authority 

spends money and issues bonds that the central bank buys and effectively extinguishes by 

holding them to maturity.  Given the usual adult lifespan, a 50-year bond is essentially a lifetime, 

thus allowing the fiction that MFFS isn’t being done when, essentially, it is.  It should be noted 

that France and Spain have issued 50-year bonds and Ireland and Belgium have issued century 

bonds.   

 

There has been some curious behavior in the LIBOR markets recently.  Although expectations of 

Fed tightening are benign, LIBOR rates have been ticking up. 

 

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady & Kaisa Stucke, CFA 
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(Source:  Bloomberg) 

 

This chart shows 3-month USD LIBOR.  Note that over the past month, the rate has moved up 

around 10 bps.  Usually, such moves occur for one of the following reasons: (a) the Fed is raising 

rates or (b) there is a systematic financial system problem developing, leading investors to flee 

the LIBOR market for sovereigns.  The second case is one of the reasons for monitoring the TED 

(T-bills vs. Eurodollar) spreads. 

 

The TED spread has ticked up modestly, but isn’t signaling a problem. 

 

 
(Source:  Bloomberg) 
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Just compare the above chart to the long-term TED. 

 

 
(Source:  Bloomberg) 

 

Note how LIBOR rates spiked in 2008 and was “spikey” from mid-2007 through 2008.  That is a 

more classic example of the flight to safety element of the TED spread.  We are not seeing that 

now. 

 

So, why the rise in rates?  It’s entirely due to regulation.  On October 14, prime money market 

funds (MMF) will see their statutory maximum weighted average maturity fall from 90 to 60 

days.  In addition, institutional MMFs will be forced to institute a floating NAV and can put up 

“gates” to slow withdrawals during crises.  We are already seeing the impact. 
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Total Prime MMFs have declined about $500 bn and government funds have risen by about the 

same amount.  Prime MMFs now represent 37% of total MMFs, down from 53% last October.  

The total assets in MMFs are about the same but the allocation has shifted from Prime to 

government MMF, which don’t face the same restrictions.   We expect further shifts as investors 

begin to realize that a Prime MMF isn’t “cash.”   

 

Here are some potential market effects: 

 

The dollar could rise.  The rise in USD LIBOR hasn’t been matched by a similar rise in EUR 

LIBOR.  All else held equal, the higher yield should support dollar buying. 

 

 
(Source:  Bloomberg) 

This chart shows USD and EUR 3-month LIBOR, with the spread on the lower chart.  Note how 

the spread has widened recently. 

 

Commercial paper markets will be adversely affected.  Prime MMFs buy commercial paper.  

As funds shift to government funds, the money available to buy commercial paper will decline, 

boosting funding costs to commercial paper issuers. 

 

A secular change in the TED spread is likely.  In general, investors discount the odds of a 

problem in the financial markets when they buy LIBOR-based paper.  With the rules on Prime 

MMFs changing, the risk calculation will change which should permanently shift the spread 

wider.  It is important for investors to realize that the TED isn’t necessarily signaling a financial 

system problem during this reset. 

 

The rise in LIBOR and the dollar could be a bearish factor for commodities.  If the 

regulatory change acts as a de facto monetary policy tightening and isn’t offset by the Fed, we 

may see some weakness develop in commodities.  The primary driver of this will be the dollar.   
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Overall, investors will need to consult with their MMF providers to determine if they are willing 

to stay with Prime MMFs or shift to government MMFs.  The issue really is what the function of 

the MMF is in the portfolio; if it is truly cash, then the government funds are more appropriate.  

If it is for yield, then one needs to realize that a Prime MMF will likely lose its cash-like 

characteristics during financial crises and one could find that there will be a delay in tapping a 

Prime MMF if financial conditions deteriorate.  In addition, the floating NAV could mean that “a 

dollar isn’t a dollar” under some conditions.  In other words, the new regulations force the Prime 

MMFs to “break the buck” if asset values decline.   

 

U.S. Economic Releases 

 

Durable goods orders came in much weaker than forecast, falling 4.0% in June, compared to the 

1.4% decline forecast.  May numbers were also revised lower to reflect a 2.8% decline, 

compared to the 2.3% decline previously reported.  Durable orders excluding transportation were 

also weaker than forecast, falling 0.5% from the month before, compared to the 0.3% increase 

forecast.  At the same time, capital goods orders excluding defense and aircraft orders rose 0.2%, 

on forecast.  Weakness was broad-based, but two areas that showed acute weakness were 

nondefense aircraft orders (-58.8% m/m) and defense orders (-20.7% m/m).   

 

 
 

The chart above shows the yearly change in the headline durable orders and orders excluding 

transportation.  Both, which have hovered around zero for the past two years, were particularly 

weak in June. 

 

Mortgage applications fell 11.2% for the most recent reporting week, with purchases down 3.3% 

and refinancing down 15.1%.  Purchases have been somewhat weak this summer, which could 

be due to deteriorating housing affordability.  Refinancing activity declined as mortgage rates 

rose.  The 30-year mortgage rate increased 4 bps to 3.69%. 

 

The table below shows other releases or Fed speakers scheduled for the rest of the day. 
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EST Indicator Expected Prior Rating

10:00 Pending home sales y/y Jun 3.0% 2.4% **

EST Speaker or event

2:00 FOMC rate decision

District or position

Fed speakers or events

Economic releases

 
 

Foreign Economic News 

 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, with red indicating a concerning development, 

yellow indicating an emerging trend that we are following closely for possible complications and 

green indicating neutral conditions.  We will add a paragraph below if any development merits 

further explanation. 

 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Australia CPI y/y Q2 1.0% 1.3% 1.1% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

China Industrial profits y/y Jun 5.1% 3.7% ** Equity bullish, bond bullish

Consumer sentiment (Westpac-MNI) m/m Jul 114.0 115.9 ** Equity and bond neutral

Japan Small business confidence m/m Jul 47.8 46.5 ** Equity bullish, bond bullish

Eurozone Money supply M3 y/y Jun 5.0% 4.9% 5.0% ** Equity and bond neutral

France Consumer confidence m/m Jul 96.0 97.0 96.0 ** Equity and bond neutral

PPI y/y Jun -3.1% -3.4% ** Equity and bond neutral

Germany Import price index y/y Jun -4.6% -5.5% -4.6% * Equity and bond neutral

Consumer confidence (GfK) m/m Aug 10.0 10.1 9.9 ** Equity bullish, bond bullish

Italy Consumer confidence m/m Jul 111.3 110.2 109.2 ** Equity bullish, bond bullish

Manufacturing confidence m/m Jul 103.1 102.9 102.0 ** Equity bullish, bond bullish

Economic sentiment m/m Jul 103.3 101.2 ** Equity bullish, bond bullish

U.K. GDP y/y Q2 2.2% 2.0% 2.1% *** Equity bullish, bond bullish

Switzerland Consumption indicator (UBS) m/m Jun 1.3 1.2 ** Equity bullish, bond bullish

EUROPE

 
 

Financial Markets 

 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
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Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 73 72 1 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 31 30 1 Up

TED spread (bps) 43 42 1 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 42 42 0 Neutral

10-yr T-note (%) 1.57 1.56 0.01 Widening

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -30 -30 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 53 54 -1 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar up Neutral

euro up Neutral

yen down Up

franc down Neutral  
 

Commodity Markets 

 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 

 
Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $44.51 $44.87 -0.80% High stockpiles

WTI $42.82 $42.92 -0.23%

Natural Gas $2.69 $2.71 -0.96%

Crack Spread $13.60 $13.64 -0.32% High gasoline inventories

12-mo strip crack $12.20 $12.19 0.07%

Ethanol rack $1.62 $1.63 -0.40%

Gold $1,319.59 $1,320.26 -0.05% Awaiting Fed decision

Silver $19.59 $19.64 -0.24%

Copper contract $221.25 $222.55 -0.58% Awaiting Fed decision

Corn contract 341.25$       339.50$       0.52%

Wheat contract 417.50$       415.00$       0.60% Severe rain damage to French crop

Soybeans contract 982.25$       973.75$       0.87%

Baltic Dry Freight 696 709 -13

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -2.0

Gasoline (mb) 0.2

Distillates (mb) 0.7

Refinery run rates (%) -0.2%

Natural gas (bcf) 28.0

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 

 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts call for warmer than normal temperatures for the majority of the 

country, with some cooler than normal weather for parts of the West Coast.  Greater than normal 
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precipitation is forecast for parts of the East, Great Lakes and Southwest regions.  The tropics are 

quiet today.  
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 Weekly Asset Allocation Commentary 
 

Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis.  We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday.  

 

July 22, 2016 

 

In the most recent rebalance of our Asset Allocation portfolios, we introduced positions in gold.  

Although the yellow metal is classified as a commodity, we view it more as a currency, 

admittedly one that is not backed by liabilities.  National fiat currencies are generally created in 

the credit process and are backed by the trust imbedded in the nation’s debt.  Currencies have 

three roles: medium of exchange, unit of account and store of value.  Gold does not act as a 

medium of exchange in a modern economy.  But, it can be used as a unit of account and it mostly 

excels as a store of value. 

 

Because it isn’t liability backed, the opportunity cost of holding gold is essentially equivalent to 

inflation-adjusted interest rates.  If one holds gold in lieu of short-term debt, the lost opportunity 

is the interest earned after inflation.  History does suggest that there is an inverse correlation 

between real interest rates and gold. 

 

 
 

This chart shows real T-bill rates and the price of gold.  Note that gold prices have increased as 

real rates have become persistently negative.   

 

The other factor that affects gold is the dollar.  Since gold is priced in dollars, a rising greenback 

makes gold prices more expensive to foreign buyers.  Since a stronger dollar is often associated 

with rising U.S. interest rates, a stronger dollar tends to be bearish for gold. 
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This chart shows gold prices and the JPM real effective dollar index.  Note that since 2000, the 

dollar’s swings have affected gold prices.  In fact, since 2000, the correlation is -87%.   

 

Since inflation, interest rates and exchange rates affect gold prices, we have created a model of 

the relationship. 
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The model uses the EUR/USD exchange rate, inflation adjusted two-year T-note yields and the 

balance sheets of the European Central Bank (ECB) and the Federal Reserve.  Including the 

latter two variables generally accounts for investor expectations of future inflation and interest 

rates.  The current fair value for gold, based on this model, is $1,489.26, suggesting that current 

prices, though elevated, are not overvalued. 

 

Finally, investors have been putting money into gold through exchange-traded products.   
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This chart looks at the metric tons of gold held by ETFs, ETNs and grantor trusts compared to 

the price of gold.  As one would expect, the two are closely linked, correlating at nearly 95%.  

Since the beginning of the year, investors have been increasing their exposure to gold through 

these products.  With the FOMC on hold and additional policy stimulus expected due to Brexit, 

investors are seeking the safety of gold.   

 

Due to our view that gold is attractively valued and that conditions should favor the yellow 

metal, as noted above, we added gold to our allocations this quarter.  We expect that conditions 

should favor gold in the upcoming quarters.        

 

   
 Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes only 

and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy discussed may not be 

suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.   
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Data Section 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 7/26/2016 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  The sectors are ranked by total return, with 

green indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in 

black. 

 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 7/26/2016 close) 

 

This chart shows the year-to-

date returns for various asset 

classes, updated daily.  The  

asset classes are ranked by total 

return (including dividends), 

with green indicating positive 

and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of 

the year, as of prior close. 

 

Asset classes are defined as 

follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 

Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 

Index), Small Cap (Russell 

2000 Index), Foreign 

Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD 

and local currency) Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI 

Emerging Markets (USD and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), 

U.S. Corporate Bond (iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. 

Government Bond (iShares 7-10 Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ 

High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), Commodities (Dow Jones-UBS Commodity Index). 
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P/E Update 

 

July 21, 2016  
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P/E as of 7/20/2016 = 20.1x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 20.1x, up 0.3x.  The rise is mostly due to a rising 

S&P 500. 

 
This report was prepared by Bill O’Grady and Kaisa Stucke of Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current 
opinion of the authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward looking 
statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

                                                 
1 The above chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context.  We are using a 
specific measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data.  We use 
an adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988.  For the current and last 
quarter, we use the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-
quarter earnings sum includes two actual (Q4 and Q1) and two estimate (Q2 and Q3).  We take the S&P average 
for the quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E.  This methodology isn’t 
perfect (it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth 
the data and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process).  Why this 
process?  Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a very long-term dataset 
for P/E ratios. 


